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ĐỀ THI CÔNG CHỨC TIẾNG ANH BẬC 3 (B1)

PHẦN 1 - NGỮ PHÁP

Question 1. The manager took her ________ when she noticed the error in the report.

A. time

B. glasses

C. break

D. attention

Question 2. The new policy is in ________ with our company’s environmental goals.

A. line

B. touch

C. tune

D. sync

Question 3. You can’t just ________ your responsibilities as a team leader.

A. walk off

B. walk away from

C. walk to

D. walk with

Question 4. The early bird ________ the worm.

A. gets

B. takes

C. catches

D. finds

Question 5. His ideas didn’t ________ with mine, so we decided to go our separate ways.

A. jive

B. match

C. compare

D. align
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Question 6. Mary always speaks her mind; she’s very ________.

A. outspoken

B. outlandish

C. outside

D. outgoing

Question 7. “Can I borrow your book?” – “______”

A. Of course.

B. Yes, I can.

C. No, thanks.

D. Please keep it.

Question 8. When you face a challenge, you must stand ________ and face it head-on.

A. down

B. up

C. away

D. out

Question 9. Our team is ________ the top position in the league.

A. on

B. at

C. over

D. under

Question 10. She has a heart of ________ and always helps those in need.

A. silver

B. stone

C. gold

D. bronze

Question 11. I find it hard to ________ between two equally good options.

A. choose

B. decide
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C. pick

D. differentiate

Question 12. After the incident, they were on bad ________ for a while.

A. moments

B. spots

C. terms

D. periods

Question 13. It’s not in my ________ to give up easily.

A. nature

B. habit

C. custom

D. routine

Question 14. The athletes are in ________ shape for the upcoming tournament.

A. top

B. peak

C. best

D. high

Question 15. The new project was a ________ in the dark, but it turned out to be successful.

A. hit

B. strike

C. touch

D. shot

PHẦN 2 - TỪ VỰNG

Vung Tau is a city of Ba Ria-Vung Tau Province, Vietnam with a population of 240,000. Vung
Tau (16) _____ in 1822. It is a well-known tourist destination in Vietnam. The city is located
in the south of Vietnam, and is situated at the tip of a small peninsula. It has (17) ___ been a
significant port. Today, the city's importance as a shipping port has diminished, but it still
(18)_____a significant role in Vietnam's offshore oil industry. Vung Tau is (19)_____ only
petroleum base of Vietnam where crude oil and gas exploitation activities dominate the city's
economy and (20)_____principal income to Vietnam's budget and export volume. To most
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tourists, however, Vung Tau is (21)_____for its extensive beaches. Vung Tau is also the
home of one of Vietnam's most well known golf courses. (22)______its beautiful beaches
and warm climate all the year round, Vung Tau is a paradise for tourists. It is also of interest
for religious reasons. The most notable monument in the city is a large statue of Jesus,
(23)_______ on a hill-top by Vietnam's Catholic minority. It was completed in (24)_____
early 1970s. The Thich Ca Phat Dai pagoda and the Niet Ban Tinh Xa temple, both Buddhist
sites, are also (25)______, drawing pilgrims from around the country.

Question 16.

A.was found

B.has been found

C.was founded

D.has been founded

Question 17.

A.originally

B.eventually

C.fortunately

D.lastly

Question 18.

A.makes

B.plays

C.puts

D.has

Question 19.

A.a

B.an

C.the

D.no article

Question 20.

A.pay

B.spend
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C.collaborate

D.contribute

Question 21.

A.more interested

B.more interesting

C.interested

D.as much interesting as

Question 22.

A.With

B.Without

C.To

D.For

Question 23.

A.construct

B.to construct

C.constructed

D.constructing

Question 24.

A.a

B.an

C.the

D.no article

Question 25.

A.significant

B.convenient

C.expensive

D.respectable
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PHẦN 3 - ĐỌC HIỂU

Every nation and every country has its own customs and traditions that play a more
important part in the life of the people than in other countries. Englishmen are proud of their
traditions and carefully keep them up. It has been the law for about 300 years that all
theaters are closed on Sundays. No letters are delivered, only a few Sunday papers are
published. To this day, an English family prefers a house with a garden to a flat in a modern
house with central heating. English people like gardens. Sometimes the garden in front of
the house is a little square covered with cement painted garden in imitation of grass and a
box of flowers. Holidays are especially rich in old traditions and are different in Scotland,
Ireland, Wales, and England. Christmas is a great English national holiday, and in Scotland it
is not kept, except by clerks in banks; all shops and factories are working.

Question 26. What is the best title for the passage?

A. Traditions and Customs in Great Britain

B. The importance of Traditions and Customs

C. Traditional Life vs Modern Life

D. Englishmen’s Hobbies

Question 27. How important are traditions in Britain?

A. slightly important

B. more important than in other countries

C. rather important

D. somewhat important

Question 28. In Great Britain, ___

A. only a few papers are published

B. A garden in front of the house is a little square covered with cement painted
garden in imitation of grass and a box of flowers.

C. all shops and factories are working at Christmas

D. traditions are preserved

Question 29. The word “it” in the last paragraph refers to ___

A. Christmas

B. a national holiday

C. old traditions

D. England
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Question 30. Which of the following is not true?

A. In Great Britain all theaters are closed on Sundays

B. In Great Britain a postman doesn’t work on Sundays

C. English families like a house with a garden better than a modern flat

D. In Scotland Christmas is a great national holiday
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